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Abstract

Vision Transformer has attracted a lot of attention re-
cently due to its superior ability to catch long-term depen-
dencies. However, it is very hard to train the Transformer
from scratch on small-scale datasets. To tackle this prob-
lem, we propose to solve the problem from the perspective
of information density in the frequency domain. Observing
that the major difference between languages (where Trans-
former originally comes from) and images is the informa-
tion density, to feed vision Transformers with a high-density
input as languages, multi-scale DCT based dense tokens are
created and a heatmap based frequency channel selection
strategy is proposed to reduce redundant frequency chan-
nels when forming single scale dense DCT input. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that the proposed strategy sig-
nificantly improves the performance of vision Transformers
trained on small datasets for image classification.

1. Introduction

Transformer, a dominant architecture in natural language
processing (NLP), has become a more and more powerful
competitor architecture of Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) since ViT [1] defeated ResNet on ImageNet1k in
2020. However, it shows relatively inferior performance on
small datasets [4]. As mentioned in MAE [2], the major
difference between languages and images is that languages
have higher information density. This study aims to increase
the input information density of images and improves the
image interpretability for deep learning algorithms. To this
end, an input channel-wise heatmap-based frequency chan-
nel selection is proposed to reduce the DCT input from 192
channels to 24 channels. Since most of the selected chan-
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nels are of low-frequency that hold most information of the
entire image, the input information density increases largely
by keeping most information while reducing the DCT chan-
nels from 192 to 24, resulting 87.5% reduction of the spatial
area of the DCT input tensor.

The contributions of this work can be summarized be-
low: (i) We first introduce the concept of input information
density in deep learning algorithms and propose a DCT-
based dense token for vision Transformers to close the gap
between languages and images input. The framework to
feed DCT input to Transformers requires neither convolu-
tional layer nor linear layer on the input and increases the
model’s explainability. (ii) We propose a simple yet effec-
tive channel-wise heatmap-based strategy to select useful
DCT-based frequency channels for the input. The channel-
wise heatmap clearly shows the sparsity of images, follow-
ing which customized image-wise / category-wise channel
selection can be developed to further reduce the large redun-
dancy caused by the compromise of static channel selection.

2. Method
The proposed preprocessing pipeline is illustrated in

Fig. 1, including resizing, block DCT, and channel selection
module guided by the input channel-wise heatmap. Fol-
lowing a similar process, we generate frequency represen-
tations from 8 and 6 DCT transformation and then concate-
nate them to a 54 × 56 × 56 multi-scale frequency repre-
sentation. Finally, we pass this integrated representation to
an attention module. In the following, we present our in-
put channel-wise heatmap-based frequency channel selec-
tion strategy and some basis for input information density.

To evaluate how each input contributes to the final high-
level features, we mask out all channels except the can-
didate channel and then calculate the GradCAM heatmap,
i.e., channel-wise heatmap. Specifically, to calculate the
channel-wise heatmap, we first train a ResNet50 with all
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Figure 1. Dense DCT based vision Transformer.

Backbone Param.# CFR10 CFR100

ResNet50 [3] 25M 92.77 73.24
Deit-S [6] 22M 81.79 59.11

T2T-ViT-14 [8] 22M 87.58 67.22
Swin-Tiny [5] 28M 81.91 62.30

DenseDCT Swin-T 28M 84.76 67.62
(+2.85) (+5.32)

Focal-Tiny [7] 29M 88.31 71.58
DenseDCT Focal-Tiny 29M 90.26 74.44

(+1.95) (+2.86)

Table 1. Top-1 classification accuracy on CIFAR-10/100 dataset.

frequency channels. Then, calculate the heatmaps with
GradCAM based on the learned model by setting the DCT
input tensor to zeros except for the candidate frequency
channel. Finally, we average the channel-wise heatmaps
from all training images and average across all positions
for each channel. To obtain the final selected channels, we
apply a thresholding approach to the heatmap values.

3. Experiments

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 have a small image size of
32×32, compared with ImageNet, holding less original in-
formation. We first test our dense DCT token with Swin
Transformer [5] and Focal Transformer [7]. From Tab. 1,
we can see an obvious performance gap between ResNet50
[3] and vision Transformers, including Swin [5] and Fo-
cal Transformer [7] on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. While
with the proposed dense DCT input, the gap is signifi-
cantly reduced and the performance is close to ResNet. For
Swin Transformer, our dense DCT input achieves 2.86%
improvement on CIFAR-10 compared with RGB input. For
CIFAR-100, the performance is improved by 5.32%.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a practical strategy to

increase the performance of vision Transformers on small
datasets by increasing the input information density. We
have designed a simple yet effective channel selection
method to choose functional input frequency channels by
analyzing the input channel-wise heatmap. We further inte-
grate a multi-scale frequency features from both 6×6 and
8×8 DCTs to obtain more useful frequency components
and add an attention module on the input DCT represen-
tation directly to increase input SNR.
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